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Executive summary
On June 11th 2013, the AALIANCE2 4th Stakeholder Workshop on Reference Designs for
Integrated Applications in AAL took place in Frankfurt/Main, Germany, with 24 experts
attending. 9 invited representatives from industrial and academic organisations active in the
field of AAL middleware introduced their projects or products. Afterwards a structured
discussion involving all participants was conducted along guiding questions. The most
important results are:
 Important features of an AAL middleware system: AAL systems and AAL middleware
should provide expandability referring to the change of user’s needs and the
development and improvement of technology over time. AAL middleware should
support a core set of standards like network protocols, home automation protocols,
ISO/IEEE 11073 (medical device connectivity) and OSGi (runtime with software
lifecycle management capabilities). If possible, open standards should be preferred.
Other features discussed were whether or not to integrate intelligence/semantics,
customization of user interfaces, integration of human services, the handling of open
intellectual property, consideration of data security, remote maintenance, reliability
in terms of medical devices and integration of alarm systems.
 Need for a standardised reference model: Participants remarked that it would be
very useful to have a standardised reference model but predominantly agreed that
this is unrealistic at this time due to the variety of products, services and scenarios.
It may be rather useful to have reference requirements or use cases and to provide a
better domain understanding instead of promoting a technical solution. Furthermore,
AAL systems are socio-technical systems but this fact is often neglected.
Environmental information (i.e. room layout) and the orientation to other reference
models (i.e. from the field of smart home) were other topics discussed.
 Role of semantic technology: The discussion on semantics was very controversial
with pros and cons. Semantics can provide the missing intelligence in AAL systems
and are one of the key enabling technologies identified in AALIANCE1. However,
semantics are still a research topic and not yet ready for the market. Furthermore,
the end-user might not appreciate changes in system behaviour caused by changes
in the underlying semantic information, which to the user may look “nondeterministic”.
 Need for standardisation on API level (POSIX for AAL): Participants stressed that this
topic cannot be solved yet because no agreement about reference functionality is
available. Furthermore, the approach of a “POSIX for AAL” might be too low-level,
but on the other hand would help to focus on more high-level tasks like algorithm
development.
 Market demand on AAL middleware solutions: The common agreement was to let the
market decide. Furthermore, some recommendations and expectations on the
market development were pointed out such as having different technical solutions for
different requirements, more collaboration between developing companies, open
standards, collaborations with other markets like M2M, home automation, the role of
new actors from other fields like telecommunication companies, and a better market
overview for developers, business users and end users.
 Sustainable business model: The comparison between open source and
industrial/licensed (maybe based on open source) business models was the main
topic of discussion. The advantage of an open source approach would be a freely
available middleware and a bigger development community. An industrial model
would provide legal certainty in terms of reliability and medical devices, and
continuity in funding. In addition some challenges were pointed out like software
maintenance and future support. A central remark on current funding policy was
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postulated with promoting the use of already developed software components in new
starting research projects and in additional funding for the maintenance of developed
software.
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1 Introduction
One of the main goals in work package 4 “Standardisation” of the AALIANC2 project is to
foster interoperability in integrated applications for AAL. A central component of integrated
applications is a component called middleware. A middleware is a software layer between
the operating system and application programmes that provides reusable services in
particular for connecting software modules (distributed systems) and input/ output. An AAL
middleware provides the bonding between components from a wide range of technologies,
architecture paradigms and domain-specific devices for developing assistive systems.
The fourth stakeholder workshop of the AALIANCE2 project took place at Frankfurt/ Main
(Germany) on June 11th. The workshop had two major parts: the first session was dedicated
to current AAL middleware platforms and projects. Invited speakers presented their projects
and then were open for a short discussion (see chapter 3). The second part was a
moderated structured discussion along defined guiding questions (see chapter 4).

2 Workshop preparation
2.1
Objectives & Scope of the workshop
This fourth workshop focussed on reference architectures and AAL middleware. Many
projects have in the last few years developed AAL runtime environments and middleware
solutions that aim at being reusable “AAL operating systems”. The workshop tried to
summarize the state of the art in AAL middleware and discussed whether a standardization
of an AAL “reference architecture” is needed, and on which levels (e. g. reference model,
system architecture, APIs, terminology/ontology). Representatives of the most important
middleware projects and products were invited (see section Participants).
2.2

Participants

2.2.1 Selection and Invitation
Primary representatives from the most important middleware projects and products were
invited. This includes Connected Living, URC (Universal Remote Console), Cloud4All, SUCH
(Secure Universal Control Hub), UniversAAL, openHAB, Qivicon, IP-Symcon, ProSyst mBS,
OpenAAL, mundoCore, RAALI (Roadmap AAL Interoperability), Qualcomm 2Net and Open
Remote, overall 14 projects or products.
In addition invitations were distributed to standardisation bodies, researchers and
industry (see table 1 below).
Invited researchers were from the fields of informatics, nursing science,
microelectronics, electrical engineering, medical engineering, medical informatics and
economics. Industry partners were invited from the fields of telecommunications, medical
engineering, consumer electronics, home automation (including ZigBee, EnOcean, KNX,
LON, BACnet, and INSTEON) and other related branches. Overall 122 invitations were
dispatched to individual persons from all these organisations and companies.
Finally the invitation was distributed via social media postings in AAL-related groups
on LinkedIn and Xing, AAL-related mailing lists of the DKE, and posted on multiple websites
(AALIANCE2, OFFIS).
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Table1: Invited standardisation bodies
National/ Country-specific
European

International

VDE/VDI (Germany)

CENLEC

W3C

DIN (Germany)

CEN

ETSI

DKE (Germany)

ISO

NEN (Netherlands)

IEC

SN (Norway)

Continua

AFNOR (France)

HITSP

BIS (UK)

AHIMA

KATS (South Korea)

FIPA/IEEE

ANSI (US)

JTC

2.2.2 Response level and characterisation of final attendees
23 persons participated to the workshop, 7 persons informed the organizers that they would
have liked to participate but were tied up with other business matters. The other invitees
either declined or did not react.
From 14 invited projects and products 11 participated to the workshop, namely URC,
Cloud4All, SUCH, UniversAAL, openHAB, Qivicon, ProSyst mBS, OpenAAL, mundoCore and
RAALI.
Standardisation bodies were represented by DKE (which also hosts the secretariats
for CENELEC/TC 100X and IEC SG5). Industry participants were ProSyst, CIBEK, DEKRA and
ZuidZorg.
Table 2: Participants from universities and research institutes
Universities
Research Institutes
Media University, Stuttgart
TU Darmstadt, FB Informatik

OFFIS
–
Technology

Institute

Faculty of Electrical engineering, Prague

Fraunhofer IGD

for

Information

FH Kaiserslautern

FZI

University of Hamburg, IT-Management and
–Consulting

Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna,The BioRobotics
Institute

Department
of
Computer
University of Salzburg

Vicomtech-IK4

Sciences,

Tecnalia

2.2.3 Quality and alignment of participants
The relation between AAL middleware platforms, industry partners and researchers was
quite good. In total there were 8 participants representing middleware projects and
products, 4 with an industrial background, 10 from universities and research institutions,
and 1 participant representing a standardisation body (see Figure 1)
The organisers would have preferred a stronger participation from standardisation
bodies. However, these were represented much better during the previous workshop on
standards, namely DIN, DKE and Continua.
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1

8

Middleware
Industry
10

Research
Standards

4

Figure 1: Allocation of participants

3 Brief
Presentations
projects/ products

of

AAL

middleware

The representatives of the projects were asked to give a brief introduction on their
middleware projects and products. Some keywords and guiding questions were
communicated to the lecturers in order to harmonize the structures and contents of the
given talks before the workshop. In detail these points are:


Overview of system architecture



Supported interfaces and protocols (e.g. for home automation & sensors)



User base (who/how many projects/products are using your platform? How many
homes have installations?)



Under which licence (e.g. Open Source Licence) is your platform available to third
parties?



How will you ensure future maintenance of the platform?



What are your ideas for an interoperable ecosystem of applications based on your
platform?

3.1
RAALI
Ms. Lipprandt (OFFIS) presented the results of the work on evaluating AAL middleware
platforms (for slides see section 6.2.1) from the RAALI project. The RAALI project
(Roadmap AAL Interoperability, http://www.raali.de/en/home) was a research project
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research from July 2011 to June
2013. The overall goal was to promote and support AAL interoperability.
The first step was to identify available AAL platforms with the result of 54 identified
platforms. Three exclusion criteria were then defined:


No „sign of life“ for 2 1/2 years: Must assume that project is “dead” (typical for
many research projects)
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Software not actually available: “Vaporware” or not ready yet



Software only supports one specific use case /application scenario: Not suitable as
“Swiss knife” for AAL development

After this exclusion process, 10 platforms remained for the evaluation phase:
UniversAAL, openAAL, HYDRA, MundoCore, openHAB, openURC, OSAmI, IP-Symcon, mBS
Smart Home SDK, and OpenRemote. The evaluation process had three steps:


Complete new installation from scratch by a person with no prior experience with the
platform;



Literature research about the extensibility of each platform in order to analyse the
plug-in concept for new devices or technologies;



Implementation of an AAL use case: a simple use case on fall prevention was
selected here, including one actor (light), one sensor (door contact), one network
(KNX) and one rule for connection (if light barrier is triggered, then switch on lights,
else not).

The general results of the evaluation were:


AAL Middleware can be distinguished in two categories: on the one hand into
solutions for specific problems with hardware and network support and on the other
hand into generic approach with an overall architecture;



An identified core requirement was that mechanisms to extend the platform are very
important. The AAL domain is a cross-domain including technologies and devices
from home automation to robotics and health care. The integration of medical
devices is not completely solved yet.



A guiding question for AAL middleware developers bringing some of the major
challenges to one point was postulated: is your platform able to integrate a 3-lead
ECG with a sample rate of 500 Hz/sec?

3.2

URC/Cloud4All/GPII

Mr. Zimmermann (Stuttgart Media University) presented the Universal Remote Console
(URC) and Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure (GPII, for slides see section 6.2.2).
A Universal Remote Console (URC) can be any device or software application (tablet,
Smartphone, TV + IR remote, car head unit, smart clothes, etc.) through which a user
accesses and controls any electronic and IT product or service. These products and services
can be a TV set, a digital video recorder (DVR), a washing machine, a thermostat, an alarm
clock, a telephone, a cell phone, a calendar or alarm management system, a copy machine,
an elevator, a ticket vending machine, and more. URC is defined in ISO/IEC 24752
“Information technology – User interfaces – Universal remote console”, consisting of 5
parts. Technical reports providing profiling and implementation guidance are published by
the openURC Alliance (http://www.openurc.org/).
GPPI is a worldwide initiative of “Raising the Floor International”, an international
coalition with the aim to make the Internet, and electronic products/services available
through the Internet, accessible to people with special needs and/or limited physical and
cognitive capabilities. The provided infrastructure supports adaptive user interfaces for all
(based on an open architecture and open-source implementations), support for developers
and service providers, and data storage (local/cloud) for cross-platform user preferences.
The application domains are areas accessible though IT-based user interfaces like Internet
and Web, digital TV, smart home, public devices, and more.
URC and GPPI can be combined towards a user interface lifecycle. The presentation
closed with the following conclusion:
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URC and GPPI are mainstream technologies beyond AAL, based on international
standards (ISO/IEC, UPnP/DLNA) and backed by international consortia (openURC
Alliance, Raising the Floor International);



The Universal Control Hub (UCH) reference implementation is open-source and
royalty-free;



Target adapters connect to any networking environment like UPnP/DLNA, OSGi, ZWave, Zigbee, EnOcean, KNX and more;



User Interface Protocol Modules connect to any user interface platform like Web apps
(HTML5/CSS/JavaScript), Java Swing, C#, Objective-C and more;



Full support for User Centered Design (UCD) and UI Adaptation including the main
concepts “One size fits one” and “User interface grows old with the user”.

Further discussion focused on the market penetration. Currently, these technologies are
used by nearly 200 partners in many projects (e.g. MonAmI, Bedmond, SmartSenior, and
more), but without having a commercial product in the market yet. The overall problem is
that companies do not want to have their proprietary user interface replaced, even if its
usability is bad.
3.3
SUCH
Mr. Zimmermann also presented the work on SUCH (Secure Universal Control Hub, for
slides see section 6.2.3) on behalf of Dr. Jan Alexandersson (DFKI Germany), who had to
cancel his participation shortly before the workshop. The goal of SUCH is to extend the UCH
with security guaranties through built-in security (like access control, protocols, separation,
Trusted Computing) and third-party certification. Security properties are


Confidentiality: No unauthorized monitoring;



Integrity: No unauthorized manipulation;



Data protection/privacy: Policy for use of personal data (even in the future).

SUCH Safety Properties are


Non-repudiation: Ability to prove the (deliberate) authorship of a transaction
(signatures);



Access Policies: Determination of the allowed (necessary) transactions: who is
allowed to do what including identification and authentication?

SUCH aims at implementing a Common Criteria certified UCH (EA Level 4).
3.4
MundoCore/uMundo
Mr. Radomski (Tele-cooperation Group, Technical University Darmstadt) presented the work
on uMundo (formerly known as MundoCore, for slides see section 6.2.4). uMundo is a
platform-Independent distributed publish/subscribe middleware. uMundo includes nodes
representing discoverable entities, with publishers in nodes writing data on channels, and
subscribers in nodes reading data from channels. uMundo combines free and open-source
software components for different tasks:


multicast DNS for discovering nodes;



ZeroMQ for delivering data;



Protobuf (Google concept) for serializing data.

The overall architecture consists of three layers, umundo.core (for supporting basic
message passing), umundo.s11n (for sending serialised objects), and umundo.rpc (for
remote procedure calls). uMundo is available as open source software and has been used in
several international (FP7) and national (DfG) projects.
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Further discussion focussed on the kind of distributed user interface events. These
events are user interface between applications being installed on multiple systems.
3.5
openHAB
Mr. Kreuzer and Mr. Eichstädt-Engelen presented the openHAB middleware, an open-source
approach (for slides see section 6.2.5). openHAB was started as an attempt to provide
better home automation with KNX for the private home of the founders. Up to now,
openHAB has about 1.000 users and is used in 50 spin-off projects.
The basic component of openHAB is the data point abstraction having so-called items
for control including e.g. a switch item, a dimmer item and a number item. This concept
was illustrated by a complex device like a radio:


Switch item: Turn the radio on and off



Dimmer item: Increases or decreases the volume



Number item: Changes the station

The openHAB architecture is based on the openHAB event bus mediating between the
physical layer and the virtual layer. On the physical layer, smart home devices are being
addressed through bindings for KNX, RS-232, Bluetooth, and other. The virtual layer
includes the user interface, an item registry, a console and persistent data storage.
openHAB uses OSGi. In the current version, 30 bindings are included. The next release will
include bindings for digitalStrom, EnOcean, ZWave, Zigbee, Ant+ and more.
3.6
QIVICON
Mr. Kreuzer (Deutsche Telekom AG, DTAG) presented the QIVICON platform (for slides see
section 6.2.6). QIVICON is not yet on the market but will be made available during autumn
2013 with the official launch at the IFA fair. QIVICON is based on OSGi and the platform
includes a home gateway with configuration and basic control functions and a shopping
portal, where applications from partner companies can be purchased (an ecosystem
approach). Applications for QIVICON can be developed with the SDK, which is available for
QIVICON partners.
QIVICON builds on existing standards, e.g.


Home Gateway Initiative (HGI) software stack



OSGi



TR 069 for remote maintenance



Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) for home environment

From a Deutsche Telekom perspective, three standardisation gaps exist and need to be
addressed: In-house communication technologies, device profiles and data formats.
Further discussion focussed on the availability of QIVICON for research projects. At the
moment there is no official programme for that, except for cooperation with universities to
enable students to work in this environment. Another question was, if there are plans to
integrate QIVICON to the common DSL routers available by the DTAG. There are already
some ideas on this topic but at the moment both devices are separated. An integrated
device would be too expensive and since the smart home is not yet established very strong
in the market, only some users would have real benefits, while many users would have to
pay for a device that they do not really need.
3.7
ProSyst
Mr. Petzold presented Prosyst mBS (for slides see section 6.2.7). ProSyst is a company that
is and has been active in the middleware and smart home market for many years. ProSyst
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mBS is applicable for AAL@Home, AAL@Care Home/Hospital, and Mobile AAL. ProSyst offers
three products in this line:


ProSyst mBS, a platform for gateways and embedded devices for the smart home;



ProSyst mPRM offers management for gateways/ devices and connecting services;



ProSyst mBS SDK for development and testing of solutions.

All products are based on OSGi with ProSyst being active in the OSGi Alliance for many
years. The reference architecture consists of a gateway for connecting end-user devices,
device protocols and cloud services. The gateway also has an interface to a backend server
and other service providers. The device abstraction allows implementing actors and sensor
from the home automation field, selected medical devices are implemented. ProSyst
software is used by several industry partners Deutsche Telekom/Qivicon and ATT/Digital Life
as the important ones. A testing environment on Raspberry Pi is also available.
3.8
universAAL
Mr. Tazari (Fraunhofer IGD) presented the FP7 universAAL project (for slides see section
6.2.8). The overall goal was to consolidate the state on middleware towards one platform
for AAL. Other goals were


Consolidation and extension of free and open results of successful AAL projects;



Provision of these results in free and open form;



Sustainability through support activities (like initiating an open source community)
early in the project.

Projects included in the analysis were from FP6 (Persona, mpower, Soprano, Amigo) and
FP7 (OASIS, Genesys Platform, VAALID, AALIANCE). The platform consists of three major
blocks: block 1 for the end-users and their home environment, block 2 with a shopping
component (uStore) for end-users and service providers, and block 3 for developers. The
central support block consists of three elements:


AAL Node Middleware: this element contains three buses, one for event based
brokering (context broker), for communication (service broker) and for the user
interaction (UI broker).



AAL Space Managers: this block includes basic applications like reasoning, location,
user interaction and others.



AAL Space Applications: this block contains the AAL specific applications.

AAL space mangers and applications use the same ontologies. Standards already
integrated are KNX, ISO 11073, the ZigBee Health Application Profile, FS20 (a proprietary
but widely used protocol for wireless home automation components) and EnOcean.
universAAL is available under an open source license.
Currently, universAAL is installed in four living labs but not under real conditions. The
successor project of universAAL is the ReAAL project, which aims at testing under real
conditions. The attempt is to bring AAL technologies to 7,000 users across Europe.
universAAL also has standardization activities in IEC SG 5 AAL, IEC TC 100, ETSI M2M and
EIP AHA Action Group C2.
3.9
openAAL
Mr. Reichelt (FZI, Research Centre Informatics Karlsruhe) presented the openAAL
middleware (for slides see section 6.2.9), which originated from the FP6 SOPRANO project,
but in its latest version now is a “distribution” of UniversAAL. openAAL is not public at the
moment but is developed for FZI’s research projects and will be made public again in the
future. The architecture of openAAL includes
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universAAL AAL context ontology as basis with connections to actors, services and
sensors;



Composer for semantic service management and execution;



Context manager for the management of ambient data and information;



Procedural manager for ambient behaviour.

The cycle modelled by openAAL starts with sensor event detection over situation
detection, workflow selection, workflow contextualization, and ending with service
invocation. For better visualisation the usage of openAAL in research project carried out by
FZI was introduced, namely the AHEAD project. In this project the openAAL platform is used
as basis and then extended with reminders and measurement of vital signs. The openAAL
platform mediates between the data layer and the application layer. Input from the data
layer consists of speech data, physiological data and some basic AAL data. They are
transmitted via assigned connectors and then processed with the context service bus,
already known from universAAL.
Further discussion focussed on the used universAAL ontology and on how comprehensive
this ontology is. Mr. Tazari from universAAL answered and said that the focus is on
modelling aspects of the physical world for the purposes of the platform; the universal
ontology is not intended to be “the one standard ontology for everything”.

4 Structured Discussion
4.1
Important features
Question: What are the most important features in terms of services and interfaces
(network protocols) that AAL middleware should support “out of the box”?
The structured discussion started with this rather simple but controversially discussed
question. Motivation for this question was to build consensus on features that developers
could expect to be made available by an AAL middleware infrastructure. The span of
discussed topics started with concepts via standards and finished with concrete features.
Although the discussion should focus on features and supported standards, some
general remarks on concepts were also collected aside the core discussion. As they seem to
be valuable and helpful for the general understanding of AAL middleware, they are listed
and explained briefly here.
Expandability and the usage of modular building blocks was one of the most
recommended properties of an AAL middleware. Since it is not foreseeable which
technologies will be available in future, it should be easy to expand with new emerging
technologies. It should also be possible to build systems upon modular building blocks
(comparable to Lego building blocks), which means to select system components and simply
put them together. This, of course, requires an agreement on supported standards. One
criterion for selecting protocols should be the market relevance. There are also wellestablished low-level transport protocols (core network protocols). The following standards
and protocols were explicitly mentioned in this context:


Core Network Protocols (e.g. TCP/IP, Bluetooth, WLAN)



Home Automation Protocols



ISO/IEEE 11073



OSGi

In addition it was mentioned that AAL middleware should prefer open standards when
available rather than licensed protocols to make access, implementation and development
process easier. The country/market a system is developed for also has influences on the
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standards to support, i.e. X10 is a home automation protocol more popular in the US than
in Europe.
Other basic principles discussed were


Intelligence: It was mentioned that the “smart” aspect of AAL is not enough in focus
yet. In addition to talking about technical solutions, which are still of major
importance, there should be some kinds of rules and logic working in the background
of an AAL middleware. This could be context management for the aggregation of
data, reasoning, or recognizing new situations leading to fully-automatic functionality
in the background. The discussion was then continued in detail under the topic of
semantics (see section 4.3).



User Interface Design: The importance of the UI design was pointed out.
Customizing the UI to meet the end users needs (on both customer and service
provider side) is one of the key factors in this context. Furthermore, it should be
possible to design an UI exactly as it appears later to the user (“pixel-by-pixel”).
Automatically generated UIs are not sufficient for mainstream adoption.



Human Service Integration: Besides technical services in AAL scenarios there are
many projects including human services by external service providers. Human
services could be call centres, taxi or shopping services, and health-related services
like care. These services are beyond an AAL middleware and can probably not be
standardised but aggregated based on metadata descriptions. And in the end, the
external service provider may have backend servers that need to interact with AAL
spaces which must be handled by an AAL middleware.



Open Intellectual Property: Not only the wire protocol should be open, but also the
IP on the higher-level protocols should be open (e.g. implementing EnOcean is
impossible unless you are member of the EnOcean alliance). Today, many medical
sensors combine the Bluetooth protocol (e. g. the serial port profile, which emulates
a serial cable connection) with negotiation on application layer, which prevents
successful connection from a Bluetooth implementation not implementing the same
application layer, which is often proprietary.



Data Security: Since a large number of sensitive and personal data is used in AAL
scenarios, an AAL middleware should support at least basic functions on data
security and privacy.



Remote Maintenance: Remote maintenance and secure backup are important points
that have been recognized in the UniversAAL project – they are called "AAL space
management".



Reliability: Reliability is one of the core features for any kind of medical assistance
and integration of medical devices. Medical systems cannot be certified in the EU
unless they have a certain level of reliability and being trustworthy.



Alarm Systems: The discussion on alarm systems did not led to a consensus. On the
one hand reliable alarm systems should be a core feature, since an AAL system is to
support people with special needs. On the other hand an alarm system was said to
be a core feature only for certain use cases, which means that it is not a general
“must have”. The discussion on alarm systems is a good example that there is not
always an agreement on core features an AAL middleware should support.

4.2
Need for a standardised reference model
Question: Do we need a standardized reference model for an AAL system to facilitate
discussion between users, developers and system architects? How could such a model “look
like”?
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Reference architectures, reference models, and layer models are useful models for
understanding a certain domain. For the relatively new topic of AAL, several organisations
and projects already designed models for this purpose. The German Commission on
Electrical, Electronic and Information Technologies of DIN and VDE (DKE; German:
Deutsche Kommission Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik mi DIN und VDE) has
published a standardisation roadmap for Germany 1 and introduced a reference model for
AAL including the end user perspective with his home and mobile environment as one
column and the business user side with service providers and third parties (see figure 2).

Figure 2: DKE AAL System Model
universAAL introduced a reference model with AAL services, AAL spaces, AAL reference
architectures, AAL platforms, and networked artefacts (see figure 3). universAAL also
proposed a layer model for AAL including AAL applications, AAL space managers, and AAL
node middleware (see figure 4). This variety of models available raises the question
whether or not a standardised reference model is needed, or possible. Furthermore some
participants remarked that a reference model might be applicable for an AAL middleware
but AAL systems include more than just middleware.

1

DKE German Commission for Electrical, Electronic & Information Technologies of DIN and
VDE (2012): The German AAL Standardization Roadmap (= Ambient Assisted Living)
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Figure 3: UniversAAL Reference Model

Figure 4: UniversAAL Layer Model
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Most participants agreed that having a standardised reference model would be very
good, but immediately declared this as unrealistic or “a dream”. The majority opinion was
that, due to the variety of projects, implementations and scenarios, it will not be possible to
find a consensus here and simultaneously being still useful instead of being over-generic.
Beside this majority opinion some differentiations were pointed out:


Reference requirements/Use cases: It maybe useful to have reference requirements
or use cases rather than a reference model. This would match the variety of
scenarios better than a generic reference model.



Domain understanding: a reference model should help to understand the domain
rather than providing a technical solution. It may be useful not to call this approach
“Reference Model” but “Definition of Terms”.



AAL systems as socio-technical systems: In the majority of models the human
factors are often neglected and AAL systems mainly occur as technical systems. But
AAL systems are socio-technical systems with end users and human service
providers. This should be strongly taken into account for future work.



Environmental information: It would be helpful to have information on the domestic
environment integrated into such a model. This may include room layout, location of
sensors and other relevant information.



Orientation on other reference models: Instead of starting from scratch for an AAL
reference model, already existing reference models should be taken into account.
The reference model for the smart home is a good example; maybe it just needs to
be enhanced by AAL features and the human service level.

4.3
Role of semantic technology
Question: How do you see the role of semantic technology (i.e., self-description, discovery,
binding and calling of services based on ontologies and reasoning) in AAL systems? Is this
something that AAL middleware should be based on?
The use of semantic technologies, based on the use ontologies as formal domain models
and “reasoners” that can dynamically derive information from an ontology knowledge base
seems to be a controversial topic when it comes to application within the AAL domain. It is
clear that semantic technologies offer a potential for designing more “intelligent” AAL
systems that available today, with features such as self-configuration, self-management,
self-repair (SELF-X technologies”), dynamic discovery and invocation of services, and more.
On the other hand they require the development and maintenance of a comprehensive AAL
ontology (and it is not clear which organisation would be willing to take over responsilbility
for such a task), and they require a non-trivial overhead in terms of memory and CPU time,
which may not be compatible with the requirement of using small-scale embedded devices
with little CPU power, little memory, and low energy consumption. In summary, the
question may be posed as follows: Is semantic technology ready for “prime time” in the AAL
sector?
Overall the discussion on semantics was very controversial with many arguments pro
and contra semantics. Starting with the arguments pro, semantics are able to provide the
missing intelligence to an AAL system as already demanded in the earlier discussion (see
section 4.1). With reasoning semantics provide one of the key enabling technologies
identified in the first AALIANCE roadmap 2 . Furthermore semantics can provide context
awareness for the correct interpretation of events.
2

Van Den Broek G, Cavallo F, Wehrmann C (2010): AALIANCE Ambient Assisted Living
Roadmap
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In the discussion there were also some arguments contra semantics. First of all and
from the users’ perspective, customers might expect and appreciate reproducibility. He
would be over-challenged with semantics, because he expects the same results under the
same circumstances. At the moment semantics are difficult to place to the end-user and
even more difficult to charge at a premium.
The next problem occurs with reliability in the context of medical devices: medical
devices are legally required to act deterministically. If not, problems with law will occur and
also with liability. Semantics are difficult to integrate here, i.e. to make AAL systems reliable
with semantics.
Another point stressed was that semantics are still very much a research topic.
Participants stated that semantics are “cool”, “charming” or “great”, but they agreed that
they are not ready for the (mass) market. Compared to other fields where technology and
markets are much more developed like the Internet, only a minor amount of websites offer
semantics, in this specific case RDF support, which in some way is crucial for the semantic
web. This demonstrates how difficult the implementation of semantics to a market is. The
effort describing nearly the whole world through ontologies might also be too big.
Furthermore the integration of semantics makes systems more difficult to develop. At
the moment AAL systems are already very complex with components from home
automation, communication protocols, gateways, cross-sectoral communication and
external providers. The integration of semantics would increase the effort on building these
systems.
There were also some proposals to add some intelligence to AAL systems. First of all,
semantics could be used for very specific areas of an AAL system not as an overall
approach. This would decrease the development and integration effort. Instead of using
semantics, statistics or rule-based algorithms might work quite as well. Other fields like
translation services this already works quite fine. Another solution could be to keep the
systems open to semantics and implement them as an additional service. Furthermore there
should be more exchange between developers already implementing semantics for better
interoperability between existing semantics.
4.4
Need for standardisation on API level
Question: Do you think it would be possible and useful to standardize AAL middleware on
an API level (think of “Posix for AAL”)?
The motivation for this question comes from the history of the IT industry, where in the
1960s and 1970s most computers were shipped with their own, proprietary operating
systems, which made the porting of applications between computers difficult or near
impossible. Today, only a few operating system “families” have survived, mostly related
either to the Microsoft Windows product family, or to the group of Unix-like operating
systems that includes MacOS X, Linux, iOS, Android, Solaris, BSD Unix and more. This
makes it relatively easy to port applications between operating systems within one “family”
(except for the user interface, which of course needs to be different for desktop computers,
tablets and smartphones). Of particular importance is the example of the POSIX (Portable
Operating System Interface) family of standards (ISO/IEC/IEEE 9945), which together with
the “Single Unix Specification” has enabled different vendors of Unix-like operating systems
to offer a common core application programming interface (API) that makes it easy to port
applications between different operating systems. The question is whether a similar
standardisation of an interface between an AAL application and the underlying software
infrastructure (AAL middleware) would be desirable and feasible, such that AAL applications
could be ported between different AAL middleware systems, and thus, products.
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Statements by the representatives of the AAL middleware projects/products stressed
that the standardisation of an AAL API is a “hard” problem that probably cannot be solved
yet, since there is still too much variety in approaches to AAL middleware, and no
agreement yet about a “reference functionality” that every AAL middleware system should
possess, which would be the basis of an API standardisation. The complexity of this topic is
so high that standardisation will have to follow real-world experience of which approach
proves its worth in practice, and which one does not. Experts disagreed on whether such a
standardisation would be useful at all – while some believed that a standard API would be
desirable, others noted that a “least common denominator” between the different AAL
middleware approaches might be too high-level to be of any practical use, and expressed
doubt whether there is actually any practical need to port applications between different
middleware systems.
Furthermore, it was noted that POSIX may not be the perfect role model for an AAL API
standard, since it is a very low-level specification containing operating system APIs specific
to the C programming language. One core question for any such work would be the
environment of the API: specific to one programming language (such as C or Java), runtime
environment (such as OSGi), or based on inter-process communication (such as a REST web
service API), which is operating system and programming language independent, but much
less efficient. In this context, it was pointed out that the ETSI M2M (Machine to Machine)
project is actually defining a middleware API based on a REST web service architecture.
M2M does have an AAL use case (i.e. claims to be applicable to the AAL sector), and there
are various activities to move the M2M architecture forward (OneM2M initiative, ISO
standardisation work) and to integrate it into residential gateways (collaboration between
M2M and the Home Gateway Initiative, HGI). Another fundamental question would be the
role of semantic technology (see section 4.3). If, for example, devices should be selfdescribing, this would affect the definition of the API.
When asked about the experience with ISO/IEC 24752 (Universal Remote Console,
URC), which is an API standard (arguably the first one) developed for AAL middleware, Prof.
Zimmermann (the representative of the OpenURC project) noted that the current
implementation of URC alone might be too specific to serve as a role model for API
standardization in the AAL middleware field in general. URC focuses on the user interface,
and its “user interface socket” is a different layer of abstraction than APIs for back-end
services. It is an abstract user interface description consisting of variables, actions etc.,
which are then mapped to user interface concepts. The socket interface makes life easier for
application (user interface) developers at the expense of an increased effort for the
implementation of the back-end.
Finally it was noted that even though a standardisation of a complete “operating system
for AAL” might not yet be feasible, the standardisation of individual elements might very
well be desirable and possible. One particular example is access to sensors and actors,
where it should be possible to define a standard protocol (based for example on Universal
Plug and Play, UPnP, or the Devices Profile for Web Services, DPWS) with device classes like
“presence detector”, “thermostat”, etc. This would allow applications to connect to devices
without knowledge of the underlying protocol, if there were software components available
in the system translating from the common format to the respective proprietary protocol.
Again, the role of semantic technology (for describing device classes and device properties)
would need to be clarified.
Such a standard protocol would enable the implementation of a generic “hub” or
“gateway” that would be able to translate between the common interface format and
various proprietary wired and wireless network protocols and field buses. Mr EichstädtEngelen, representative of the openHAB project, noted that in his perspective, openHAB
may already be seen as such a universal gateway, since it translates between a common
REST API and various home automation protocols and field buses. However, while such a
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gateway may solve the issue of vendor lock-in on the lower network layers, the issue of
proprietary protocols on the upper layers remain.
In the open discussion, participants confirmed that the standardisation of device
access would be a useful task. As one participant noted, the developer of an AAL system
today needs to play two roles: implementer or low-level protocols, and a software designer
developing algorithms to control things. It would be useful if the developer could focus on
the latter, and not need to care about low-level protocols.
Participants stated that in their perspective, the transport protocol of the future will
be IPv6, so one step in solving the challenge of device access would be a mapping of the
various non-IP networks (e.g. Bluetooth, Zigbee) to IPv6, including an address translation
scheme that permits devices on non-IP-networks to be accessed from an IPv6 network. A
gateway between networks would have to be fast enough to allow working with protocols
that require peer-to-peer negotiation and have short timeouts (e.g. ISO/IEEE 11073 for
medical devices). It was noted that in the case of Zigbee, a specification for “Zigbee over
IP” is currently under development, and this will enable communication with Zigbee devices
over IP networks. As a final remark, it was noted that on the long term it would be desirable
to push vendors to move from proprietary protocols to well-document open protocols
(based on IPv6), which would solve many of the problems experienced today.
4.5
Market demand on AAL middleware solutions
Question: How many alternative AAL middleware solutions does the market need, and how
do you think “winners” and “losers” will be determined? Do you foresee collaboration
between middleware projects, or rather a competition?
The common agreement was to let the market decide. This has been a good principle for
several years and competition has always been a driver for innovation. Of course
participants understood that this will may not led to the best solution or allocation.
Nevertheless some recommendations and expectations for the market development were
pointed out:

3
4



Different solutions for different requirements: the span of available products and
products under development is very wide. This may cause a stronger diversification
of available middleware and not “one big solution”.



Collaboration: The challenge of developing an AAL middleware which matches nearly
all requirements is too big for a single organization. This may led to some kind of
collaboration. One form of collaboration could be the exchange of reusable software
components on a lower level to combine them to a (general or specific) middleware.



Open Standard: It might be useful to agree on an open standard and use this as
basis for independent developments. The market of web browsers is a good
example: HTML is the standard here and, based on this, four big competing Browser
products (plus several smaller developments) are available.



Co-opetition: Another way could be the co-opetition declared in the AALOA
manifesto 3 . There should be one open source reference implementation and upon
this, several forks could be developed. The overall aim should be to a translation
from research to industry to achieve stable versions for the market.



Collaboration with other markets: As already suggested in the Lecce declaration 4
collaboration between the AAL market and other markets might be suitable. The
activities inside the M2M branch are very active in terms of middleware and the
challenges are very similar (except that the human factor is missing there).

AAL Open Association (2010): The AALOA Manifest (version 0.14)
Lecce declaration
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Standardisation activities have very much progressed with OneM2M and ETSI M2M.
One workshop participant, namely ProSyst, is active in the ETSI M2M group as well
as in the UniversAAL project and confirmed that there are some similarities to both
markets. Furthermore there should be a differentiation between the market for
home-based/smart home systems and the medical devices market. At the moment,
these are two completely different and separated markets with different needs for
interfaces and interaction.


New actors: Beside the M2M market there might be some other actors stepping into
the AAL market. Telecommunication providers were suggested to be one group
interested in the AAL market. They already have some technologies needed for a
functioning AAL system, essentially on the one hand devices like phones and routers
for the home environment which could be enhanced to gateways and on the other
hand the infrastructure, including cable networks, data-centres, and call-centres.
Beyond that telecommunication providers have a strong need to reinvent their
business models because profit margins in the classic sectors are decreasing.
Electricity suppliers are the next group of market actors with interest to the AAL
market. They provide so-called Smart Meters, which can also be used as gateways
and with the electricity grid they also have the required infrastructure. Market
challenges are somewhat similar to the telecommunication providers. The next group
is formed by the device manufacturers, because their devices are also essential for a
running AAL system. Medical and smart home device manufacturers may be also
interested in bringing their products and services directly to the end-users. In this
case they may develop specific AAL middleware solutions suitable for their products.
At least, the AAL market could be completely changed if some international big
player enters the market, like Google or Apple. In this case there would be one big
solution because these actors have such a strong market power that they can shape
a rather unstructured and undeveloped market, like the AAL market is at the
moment, to their needs.



Market overview: Collaboration, co-opetition, other branches and new actor led to a
strong diversified and confusing market situation in a technological and economic
manner. But it was suggested that a good market overview is essential for
developers and end-users. Developers could derive a better overview on available
system components which makes the development and integration of AAL
middleware much easier (see bullet point “Collaboration” above). End-users could
easier decide which systems are suitable for their specific needs and environments. A
Wiki system (like the AALIANCE2 standards repository) was proposed as a first step
to achieve this. However, one problem could be a clear definition of AAL and
middleware. Both terms are used in a rather fuzzy way. One solution here could be
the usage of reference architectures or clear definitions (see section 4.2).

4.6
Sustainable business model
Question: What are the requirements of a sustainable business model for long-term
maintenance and further development of AAL middleware solutions? How do we avoid more
“abandonware” projects?
Two main concepts were pointed out: the first one is a completely open source approach
and the second one a liaison between industry and open source. The open source approach
would have a freely available middleware as core product, and commercial offerings around
this like additional modules or training courses. These earnings can be used for further
development and maintenance of the software. Of course, open source includes feedback
and development from the open source community, but since AAL middleware are critical
systems there is a demand for a continuous funding to ensure core maintenance,
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administrative services and support. The second approach will be a liaison between industry
and OSS community. In this case the code for the software is made public, but there is also
an industrial partner in the background for coordination, management, maintaining the
software, support, public relations and other issues. The partner may be an affiliated
company or a foundation. Two examples are the Mozilla Foundation (for Thunderbird and
Firefox) and the Eclipse Foundation (for Eclipse.) Beside these two general concepts, there
were some more points stressed:


Maintenance: Software needs to be maintained. This general statement is crucial for
AAL middleware, because the software is used in a critical environment, maybe for
emergency detection or medical applications. Security updates, bug fixes and other
updates need to be published. Regulatory requirements, which are also changing
over the years, need to be taken into account. Another factor is the size of the code
base. The developers should try to limit this factor, because the effort of
maintenance correlates with the number of lines of code.



Liability/Risk Management: One of the biggest challenges is the question of liability
and risk management. AAL middleware might be used in some scenarios where
emergency messages and other high-risk data are processed. Several problems and
damages might occur, like an emergency call that is not delivered on-time or a
wrong decision that was made by the “intelligent system”. In case of any damages
suffered by humans, who is responsible? This problem has to be solved before open
source AAL middleware is brought to the market and combined with emergency or
medical scenarios.



Future support: AAL systems are designed for long-term usage, probably over many
years. This will not only require a continuous maintenance of the software (see
above) but also a continuous support of end-users and business users. The question
is how this can be handled with an open source approach.



Funding policy: From research side there were some postulations towards funding
authorities. The main point is on funding for the usage of already existing software.
The funding authorities should appreciate projects that are willing to use already
existing middleware instead of re-inventing the wheel over and over again. For this
purpose a small amount of the funding for the research project could be used to pay
the maintaining community of the middleware. This would help the researchers to
focus on their research work and simultaneously support software developers
maintaining AAL middleware. Furthermore this would limit the number of
“abandonware” and reward good software solutions.

5 Workshop analysis
5.1
Feedback
During the workshop the majority of participants confirmed the relevance of middleware
and the importance of having events, discussions and exchange of information in this field.
Especially the chance to talk to other middleware developers was pointed out because
similar events with this focus are scarce.
Furthermore the workshop report was circulated for review and recommendation
along the invited middleware platform representatives and all other participants. Feedback
was integrated from Mr. Zimmermann (URC, SUCH, GPPI), Mr. Kreuzer and Mr. EichstädtEngelen (openHAB), Mr. Kreuzer (Deutsche Telekom AG/ QIVICON) and Mr. Petzold
(ProSyst).
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5.2
Efficacy of the workshop
One advantage of this workshop was the good presence of software developers in the field
of AAL middleware (also remarked by the participants, see previous feedback section). This
also led to a good overview of available platforms and showed the variety of approaches,
starting from minimalistic platforms like uMundo via smart home middleware to global
approaches like UniversAAL.
The idea of having one large structured plenary discussion with only initial input for
each topic from the organisers and much discussion space for the participants was a good
choice for this workshop. The approach from the last workshop with many parallel
discussion groups on separate topics would not be applicable here because there were many
fundamental discussion points. Some additional discussions would have been particularly
useful (standardised reference architecture, semantics) but was not possible due to the time
constraints. Furthermore the participation of a similar (German) project, the RAALI project
was valuable because they provided very much independent information on existing
middleware.
Overall the choice of Frankfurt/Germany as a central European place was a good
one. The location just opposite Frankfurt Main’s Central Station, was well reachable by train
for German participants and by plane (via Frankfurt Airport) for international participants
despite the limited participation of this group for other reasons (see next section). The
organisers had already positive experiences with this location from previous events, so
much preparation time was saved for finding an appropriate place.
5.3
Difficulties and missed targets
One missed target was the rather weak participation of international attendees. The choice
of Frankfurt/Germany as one central European location was good for the international
participants but still nearly all international projects with German partners sent their
German delegates. Some invitees answered that they had planned to join the workshop but
their companies limited the number of international business trips and so there were unable
to participate. Of course in general a location in Germany encourages more interested
persons from Germany than from other countries.
While the participation from the academic side was very good, the participation from
industrial side was limited. Most of the industrial middleware platforms invited refrained
from joining the workshop ( Connected Living, IP Symcom, Qualcomm, Open Remote). The
only exceptions were ProSyst and DTAG (Qivicon). Furthermore, the participation from
standardisation bodies was also very weak. Although all relevant national and international
actors had been invited, only the DKE joined the workshop. Since the DKE is one of the two
German standardisation bodies active in this field and also supplies the convenor of IEC
SG 5 “Ambient Assisted Living”, their participation was quite important. The major reason
for the weak participation of standardisation bodies in general might be the fact that at this
time AAL middleware is not the main focus of standardisation activities.
During the discussion it emerged that the development of middleware in the M2M field
has achieved significant progress. It might have been useful to specifically invite more
actors from this field to participate. Nevertheless, ProSyst as one actor in M2M and AAL
gave useful and valuable input on this topic.
5.4
New opportunities
One new opportunity from the workshop is the convergence of M2M and Internet of Things
with Ambient Assisted Living. Before the workshop, the focus on these areas was not that
strong as it perhaps should have been. For the future work in WP4, some effort will be on
these topics.
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5.5
Lessons learned
The essential lesson from this workshop is that a repetition of this workshop would have the
same schedule starting with an introduction talk on the topic, guiding questions for invited
experts and then a subsequently structured discussion. Two slight modifications might be
considered, though:


Joint events: the valuable input from RAALI was already mentioned in section 5.2
(Efficacy of the workshop). It might be possible to have joint events with other
projects and/or initiatives or at least an invited talk to give another perspective on
the topics. The advantage of joint events would be a wider media penetration of
invitations, a wider range of participants and a bigger purview of the results. In
addition there are some financial and organisational advantages like shared costs on
location and catering.



European location: Frankfurt/Germany was already a good choice, but perhaps some
other central European cities with good airport connections like Brussels, Amsterdam
or London would also be convenient for this kind of events. This could encourage
more non-German participants to attend the workshop.

6 Appendix
6.1

List of participants
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6.2

Slides

6.2.1 RAALI
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6.2.2 URC, Cloud4All and GPPI
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6.2.3 SUCH
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6.2.4 MundoCore/uMundo
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6.2.5 OpenHAB
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6.2.6 QIVICON
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6.2.7 Prosyst mBS
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6.2.8 UniversAAL
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6.2.9 OpenAAL
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